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       I definitely would like to do something serious. Not like a love story, but
serious like maybe a gangster or a mobster. A gang or a mob movie
would be great. 
~Jason Mewes

I don't think anyone's ever thought I was a drug dealer. 
~Jason Mewes

I'm more into the Spawn toys. They're really cool. They're coming out
with a Techno Spawn series and another series, The Dark Ages, which
are really cool. 
~Jason Mewes

I don't really pay attention to the filmmaker thing. 
~Jason Mewes

I love comics. All I've been doing is reading every day, sitting in the
house. Because I've not been feeling too good, so I've been reading
and reading. 
~Jason Mewes

In Mallrats, you pretty much don't see him sell any weed, really. I don't
consider him a big dealer. 
~Jason Mewes

I'm getting Puppetmasters, too. They're one of my favorites. And they're
coming out with new Puppetmasters. I try not to get everything, but I
want so much. 
~Jason Mewes

I'm a big toy collector. I've been slowing down because my money's
been tight, but I collect toys, too. 
~Jason Mewes
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And then after a while he got me a job at the video store next door. I
used to lock up the store and go next door and hang out all the time
and watch movies and stuff. 
~Jason Mewes

I did some school plays in elementary school, but that was it. 
~Jason Mewes

It was a lot of fun doing the Nike commercials, too. 
~Jason Mewes

I think I'll be fine in New York. If I could stay here and just get jobs in
New York, that would be fine and that's what I'd want to do. I don't want
to move. 
~Jason Mewes

I pay attention to the actors and stuff, but not even that much. I don't
pay attention to who's writing. 
~Jason Mewes

Weed, you know, you just get mellow. You can drive pretty stoned and
be OK. I mean, sometimes you get too stoned and you can't drive. But
you could get pretty stoned and still drive. 
~Jason Mewes

No, I don't have an agent. I'm hoping to get one soon. 
~Jason Mewes

I was a metalhead and then I was into the rap and then I was a
metalhead again. 
~Jason Mewes

But, yeah, I'd love to do something else in someone else's movie. 
~Jason Mewes
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